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Many procedures are in current use for designing and evaluating flex-
ible pavements. All of these procedures rely to some degree on empirical
relations of pavement performance and vehicle loads. None of them take
into account the effect of vehicle velocity on the wheel load or the
dynamic response of the pavement to that load. The evaluation of pavement
response has involved measurement of stress and of displacement, but not
both simultaneously. F\irthennore, the load used in analysis of data has
generally been simply the static wheel (or axle) load.
This report describes the development and application of equipment
and techniques for measuring simultaneously the dynamic loads applied to
a pavement by a moving vehicle, and the dynamic stresses and displac«nents
induced by that load in a flexible pavement and its subgrade. Dynamic
loads were measured by monitoring the fluctuations in tire inflation
pressure. Dynamic calibration techniques were applied to obtain the
force-pressure ratio for the tlre-vehlcle combination as a function of
frequency. Field measurements of tire pressure were resolved into fre-
quency components, transformed to force and recombined to obtain the total
force exerted on the pavement.
stresses were measured with a cell incorporating the flexible diaphragms
principle. Displacements were sensed with an acceleration sensitive trans-
ducer. An electronic analog device was used to obtain the first integral
of the acceleration signal, and a numerical integration of that result was
used to obtain displacement.
Data were obtained from three pavements of differing stiffness con-
structed over similar subgrades. In each pavement, stress and displacement
transducers, mounted together as a single unit, were placed at the surface-
base interface, the base-subgi^de interface, and in the subgrade three feet
from the surface. A single axle dvanp truck, loaded to 9,000 pounds on each
dual wheel, was operated over the test sections at speeds varying from 5
to 60 mph.
Plots of stress and displacement are presented in which an important
dependence on lateral position of the test vehicle is apparent. Trends of
stress and displacement as a function of vehicle velocity are adso indicated.
Statistical curve fitting techniques were used to fit the data to a model
which relates peak stress and displacement to instantaneous load at the
test point, lateral position of the vehicle and vehicle velocity. Certain
results are presented which indicate that dynamic effects of load on pave-
ment response wei^ unimportsmt in the case of the vehicle and pavements in
this study.
Using the fitted equations, predicted values of stress and displace-
ment were obtained for particular values of load and vehicle position as
a function of vehicle velocity. The ratios of average vertical stress to
average vertical strain in the base course and in the subgrade were com-
puted from pj^edicted values of stress and displac«nent and the variation
of these ratios with vehicle velocity is demonstrated.
1. INTHDDUCTION
The establishment of adequate design techniques and criteria for high-
way pavements requires among other factors a knowledge of the loads to be
carried and the response of the pavement to those loads. There are many
procedures in current use for designing and evaluating pavemaits (50 fj all
of them rel3ring to some degree on empirical relationships of pavanent per-
formance and traffic loads. These methods in general are based on a
nominal wheel (or axle) load derived from static weights, and the proper-
ties of pavement components as measured by tests which are either static
or performed at low rates of strain. None of the methods account for the
effect of vehicle velocity on the wheel load or the dynamic response of
the pavement to that load.
It has been observed ($0) that pavement distress is greatest when
vehicles are slow moving or standing. Measui*ements of displacement (26,
28, 30) generally indicate greater pavement displacement at low vehicle
speed or when the vehicle is standing than at high speeds, although these
tests are generally not made at normal operating speeds for highways. On
the other hand, tests of tire forces on pavaaents (39) indicate that the
''average" force on the pavement produced by a moving vehicle increases
with vehicle velocity. In addition, one series of tests of rigid pavement
displacements (21) shows a decrease in displacement only for moderate
vehicle velocities. The data from these tests suggest the possibility
that displacements may increase at velocities greater than 30 to UO nph.
•« Numbers in parentheses refer to items listed in Bibliography.
Vehicle loads, pavement stresses and displaccraents have all been
studied by vartous investigators. Measured displacements, in particular,
have been used by many engineers in the evaluation of pavements. With the
few exceptions already noted, measurements of stress and displacement have
been made only for static or slow moving loads. Purthennoi^, stress and
displacement measurements have not been made simultaneously. Studies of
pavement stresses have compared field measurements to theoretical values
and where analysis required stress-strain properties of the materials,
these values have either been assumed or taken from laboratory tests.
Displacement measurements also have been made by many investigators. How-
ever, analysis of field measurements which require a knowledge of stresses
in the mass have invariably been made on the basis of theoretical stress
values.
Dynamic loads of highway vehicles have been studied by comparatively
few investigators. Those studies that have been reported in the literature
in general consider the load independently of its effect on the pavement
structure and subgrade.
In understanding the behavior of pavements in reacting to vehicle
loads, it is essential that the factors mentioned above be considei^ed
simultaneously. Hveem and Carraany (33), in a classic statement on pavenent
design, pointed out the importance of all of these factors. Burraister
(11, 12), Baker and Papazian (5), and others have pointed out the effects
of relative stiffness of pavement materials and subgrade soil on response
of a pavement to load. Casagrande and Shannon (15) and Hampton and Yoder
(2U) have noted that soil deformation characteristics and strength vary
with the rate at which load Is applied. In considering a vehicle moving
over a highway the question arises as to the amount and effect of impact
loading, and whether tests using static or slowly jnoving loads give a
realistic indication of pavement behavior under service conditions. Only
with simultaneous measurements is it possible to make valid judgments of
pavement characteristics and to learn the true effect of vehicle velocity
and type of pavranant.
Fbr a number of years persoimel in the Soils Laboratory of the Joint
Highway Research Project at Purdue University have directed a considerable
effort towards obtaining field raeasuronent of stress-strain properties of
pavements and of loads imposed on pavements. A pressure cell was developed
by McMahon and Toder (37) which gave satisfactory results in subgrades, at
least for static loads. Walker, et al. (Ui) measured both surface and layer
displacements of flexible pavements. He showed that the irkdividual layer
measurements ai^ significant at least in relating j>avMnent cracking to
properties of a given layer. Wilson (U8) developed suitable equipment and
techniques for measuring dynamic tire forces and interpreting them in terms
of total load on the pavaroent. These 3md other studies indicate that the
simultaneous measurement of these factors will be of particular value in
evaluating pavement performance and improving design criteria.
The study described in this report was carried out between the fall
of 1962 and the summer of 196$. Development and calibration of equipment
was done in the laboratories of the Joint ttlghway Research Project and the
School of Mechanical aiglneerlng at Purdue University. Subsequently,
field tests were run on sections of three state highways in the vicinity
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FIGURE I.I. LOCATION OF TEST PAVEMENTS , 1964
2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This repxjrt summarizes the initial phases of a project related to
transient response of flexible pavements to moving loads. The major
objectives of the over-all project aine to study, 1) the variation in tire
load with vehicle velocity, 2) the effect of this change in load on pave-
ment response, and 3) the dynamic response characteristics of pavement
materials.
To acccJhiplish the above, the primary purposes of this study were to,
1) further the development of eqviipment and techniques for measuring flex-
ible pavement stresses and displacements and the applied dynamic loads
under transient conditions, and 2) study items 1 and 2 of the over-all
objectives. Item 3 above was studied but time limitations did not permit
this in detail.
It was desired to obtain measurements of stress and displacement not
only at the pavement surface, but also at discrete points within the layered
system and in the subgrade. The data were to be obtained on actual flexible
pavements of varying stiffness using a conventional heavy highway vehicle
for the test load. Furthermore, the measurements were to be made over a
wide range of vehicle velocities, varying preferably from static to greater
than 60 mph. Equipment and techniques were to be so designed that a con-
tinuous and simultaneous record of all jjarameters would be obtained for
all test conditions.
It was anticipated that the stucty would be accomplished in several
distinct phases. Building on the foundation of previous projects, the
Soils Laboratory was to undertake the development of stress and displace-
ment measurements. . Woricing separately, but in coordination with the Soils
Laboratory, personnel from the School of Mechanical Qiginecring were to
further the development of the load measuring equipment, including the
adaptation to heavy vehicles and suitable calibration techniques. Both
of these phases would require considerable laboratory investigation to
evaluate equipment and techniques as well as to calibrate the systems.
After suitable equipment was developed, it was intended to run field tests
to meet the primary objectives — that is, the actual simultaneous measure-
ment of pavement stress and displacement and the corresponding applied
load.
With the accomplishment of physical measurements, analysis of the
data would be made in such a manner as to evaluate the variation of
applied loads, and to determine the extent and character of dependence of
this variation on the speed of the test vehicle and pavement construction.
No attempt was planned to develop a rigorous mathematical analysis of the
problem which would involve the addition of the time domain to the elastic
analyses which have already been published (3, 7, 11, UO). Measurements
to be made in this study were restricted to vertical forces, stresses and
displacements. Also, tests were made for only one nominal axle load. The
effects of tractive forces and of variation of static loads, though pro-
bably of importance (6, 33, 1^6) to the total problem were considered beyond
the scope of this woric.
3. TIE DYlWaC LOAD MEASURING SYSTEM
A variety of tecliniques have been devised for measuring dynamic forces
exerted by the wheel of a moving vehicle on a pavement. These methods
include measui^ements of the strain or acceleration of the axle housing,
deflections of the tire sidewalls, bending of specially constructed rias
and measurements of tire inflation pressure. Wilson (U8) has pointed
out that of these> the last method has a number of important advantages
over the others. In this case, the parameter being observed is physically
closest to the force which is to be measured. This assures a mininrum of
inertial effect between actual tire force and the indicated record of
force. In addition, the system is easily and quickly mounted on (or
removed from) the test vehicle and it is extranely sensitive. It was felt
that these advantages overcane potential difficulties in calibration and
of heating and cooling effects on tire pressure which would have to be
accounted for in order to make reliable mesurements of dynamic tire force.
Measurement of Tire Pressure Variations
Early methods of measuring dynamic tire pressures are reported by
Boswell and Hopkins (10) in which a pressure transducer was mounted
directly on the wheel. The electrical signal from the transducer was
transmitted through sliprings to the recording equipment. This systan
was improved significantly ty other researchers (22, 30) by introducing
a rotating pressure seal through which the pressure would be transmitted
from the rotating tire to a differential pressure transducer mounted on
8
the bo(tr of the vehicle. Wilson (U8) in 196U deocrlbed in detail the
development of such a system for use on a passenger vehicle. The equip-
ment is illustrated schematically in Figure 3-1.
In the diagram of Figure 3.1, the elements shown on the instrument
boaixl are fixed to the body of the vehicle. Pressure from the idtating
tire is transmitted through the special rotating joint on the wheel and
through flexible tubing to side A of the diffei^ntial pressure transducer.
Side B of the transducer is exposed to pressure from the reference tank.
At the beginning of a test, pressures in the tire and reference tank are
equalized by opening valves No. 1 and No. 2. Valve No. 1 is then closed,
while valve No. 2 i^emains open for the duration of the test. Fluctioations
in the tire pressure above and below the initial, or reference, pressure
are then sensed by pressure changes in side A of the transducer relative
to the constant pressure on side B. An electric signal produced by the
transducer is transmitted to electronic equipment for amplification and
recording on an osclllograj^ record. The function of the by-pass is to
account for slow changes of pressure in the tire which result from leak-
age or temperature changes as opposed to variations in load.
Ihe first attempt to account for leakage and temperature variations
incorporated a solenoid operated valve in the by-pass. TMs device could
be actuated by the observer as the vehicle was in motion, thus permitting
the equalization of the tire and reference pressures at any time in the
course of a test run. Tills capability pennits the running of tests with-
out long operation of the test vehicle ahead of time to establish thermal
equilibrium in the tires. A serious disadvantage of intermittent equali-











FIGURE 3.1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF TIRE
PRESSURE MEASURING SYSTEM
(AFTER WILSON, PH. D. THESIS,
PURDUE UNIVERSITY, 1964)
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the spring-loaded valve should resiilt in its closing at an instant when
the tire pressure is not equal to the static pressure, the resulting
pressure variation on the oscillograph record woiild be about a base dif-
ferent from the static pressure. In addition, during a long test heating
effects on the tii-e pressure may be so great as to require that the valve
be actuated during the course of a test, resulting in a discontinuity
in the base line.
To overcome the above problems, a method of continuous equalization
was employed in which the solenoid valve was replaced hy a small orifice.
The size of the restriction was carefully chosen to insure that the equali-
zation rate would be slow enough so that (dynamic variations due to vehicle
opeiation would not be affected, yet a slowly changing pressure such as
produced by heating of the tire or leakage would be continuously counter-
acted. The major shortcoming of this systeis is tliat it pre\'ents static
calibration. However, cfynamic calibration proved desirable for other
reasons as well, so that the continuous equalization could be adopted
satisfactorily.
Wilson's equipment bxiilt for a passenger vehicle was readily adapt-
able to heavy trucks for monitoring the force variation on a single tire,
or even Uiat on a dual wheel if the tires were intercorjiected to maintain
the same pressure in both. The major differences were the higher pressure
of the truck tires (about 80 psi compared to 20 to 30 psi for the automo-
bile), and the tendency to decrease the natural frequency of the system
because of the increased length of tubing necessaiy between the rotatiiig
joint and the instrument panel.
11
In order to obtain realistic measurements, however, it was necessaiy
to develop a means of monitoring separately pressures of independent dual
wheels. TTie solution of this problem, as well as minor adaptation problems,
and further development of calibration and interpretation technicues was
Tinderbaken by G. W. Kibbee and Professor B. E. Quinn. The details of that
study are to be reported separately. No commercially produced rotating
seal was available which was capable of trananitting two separate pres-
sures. To meet this need, two Aeroquip Corp. Earco Itotaiy Joints, lype E,
were obtained and modified so as to enable mounting them on a single axis.
The entire unit was assembled on a flange and bolted to the outer wheel of
the dual pair. In addition, a nev; instrument panel was prepared with two
Statham pressure transducers, one PM295TC and one PM722TC, along with
reference tanks, valves, and necessaiy tubing. The electrical signals
were fed into two Brush BL-320 analysers and a Brush BL-202 two-channel
osciU.ograph.
Tests of this assembly mounted on a dmivp truck provided by the
Indiana State Ughway Commission indicated that the system was as feasible
for heavy vehicles as it was for passenger cars. The same tests also
illustrated a new problen created by the much higher pressure used in the
truck tires. A blow out of a tire or failure of tubing in the assembly
would subject the pressure transducer to a differential pressure far above
its capacity. To prevent this occurrence, a relief valve was devised and
placed in parallel with the transducer. The valve consisted of a tube
with a housing machined to hold an air tight diaphragm which normally
blocked the passage. In the event that pressure on one side of the
12
transducer (and relief valve) shovild fall 2.5 psl below the pressure on the
other side, the diaphragm of the valve would fail, thus equalizing the
pressures on sides A and B of the transducer. The valve was so constructed
that the diaphragm could be replaced easily and quickly in the field. The
final assembly is shown mounted on the test truck in Figure 3.2
Calibration of Fbrce-Pressure Relationship
In order to interpret the tire pressure records in tems of variation
of tire force on the pavement, it was necessary to establish a reliable
relationship between tire pressure and tire force for the particular wheel
and vehicle being used for the test. Both static and dynamic calibration
techniques had been used in previous studies (10, 29, 36, ii8). In the
dynardc methods, both steai^ state and transient excitations had been
tried.
The static approach to calibration has a serious disadvantage in that
it giv«s no infonnation about the response of the ^stem under c^jmamic
conditions. VfiJLson's work showed a significant dependence of the pressure
measuring system for an automobile on the frequency of variation. His
theoretical developments indicated that an even greater frequency dependence
might be expected in a system for heavy vehicles at high tire pressures.
In addition, a system enploying a continuous equalization method of tempera-
ture compensation could not be calibrated statically because the reference
pressure would drift continuously under a sustained load. Hence, it was
necessary to rely on some form of ctynardc test for calibration of the
device.
Both steac^ state and transient calibration tests were used by Vdlson
In evaluating techniques for calibrating the pressure measuring syst«n for
13
FIGURE 3.2. TIRE PRESSURE MEASURING
EQUIPMENT MOUNTED ON TEST
TRUCK
u*
autoinobtles. Considerable difficulty was involved in the use of steady
state tests in selecting appropriate amplitudes of oscillation. Conpara-
tively large ajnplitudes were necessary at low frequencies because of the
small force variation involved, but the amplitudes had to be decreased aa
frequency increased in order to prevent losing contact with the surface.
Transient tests, though posing some problems, appeared to provide the
most satisfactory solution. Both shaped and step ptilses were used with
only minor differences in resxilts. The step input is achieved by jacking
the axle of the vehicle slightly above the force scale and suddenly col-
lapsing the jack. The subsequeoat dropping of the vehicle sets up a series
of oscillations made up of a combination of a wide range of frequencies.
This provides optimum response at the higher frequencies in the range of
interest but rather low outputs, and some accompacying errors, at the
lower frequencies. Somewhat better response in the lower frequency range
at a sacrifice in the higher range is achie\'ed hy impulsivBly displacing
the force scale on which the tire rests. On the basis of experience with
automobiles, it was decided to build a calibrator for heavy trucks employ-
ing the step-type impulse for a transient calibration test. This device
consisted essentially of a short beam pivoted at one end and equipped
with a latch at the other end. An hydraulic jack is used to raise the
free end of the beam with the loaded test vehicle in place, and the latch
which is adjustable to different heights holds the beam in the raised
position. "Hie beam can accommodate single or dual wheels up to a total
load of IhjOOO lbs. The tires rest on force measuring platforms consisting
of specially fabricated plates mounted on load rings. SR-Ii strain gages
IS
on the rings provide a continuous measure of force applied to the platform.
When the beam latch is released the test vehicle drops suddenly, inducing
a transient series of oscillations of force and accompanying variation of
tire pressure. Signals from the force platform and the pressure measuring
^stem are fed into a two-channel oscillograph so that simultaneous analog
records of force and pressure variation are obtained. Details of the
design and construction of the calibrator are described by McLemore (36).
In order to obtain the force pressure relationship in terns of fre-
quency, the force and pressure records are transfonned from the time
domain to the frequency domain by an hannonic analysis. Pbr each frequency
represented, the ratio of force to pressure is calculated. A typical plot
of force/pressure ratio versus frequency is showi in Figure 3.3 Tbla
figure illustrates the frequency dependence of the pressure measuring
system and indicates that it is not feasible to apply an average constant
calibration factor to pressure records to obtain force. It is necessary
in interpreting field measurements of pressure, then, to transfoim these
records also into the frequency domain, apply the appropriate calibration
factor to each frequency represented, and I'econvert the resulting record
to the time domain. In this way it is assured that each component frequency
is multiplied by the correct calibration, and the foixie record is not dis-
torted by undxily magnifying certain frequencies or attenuating others.
The force record is oriented on the highway by event marks on the field
record created by the tires moving over an index marker on the pavement.
In this manner, the time record is related to vehicle position on the
highway so that a record is obtained of force versus displacement of the
vehicle along the highway. Figure 3.U shows a typical record of foire for
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h. Tfffi STRESS AIJD DISPLACEIffiNT MEASURING SYSTEM
Stress Cells
General Considerations
The measurement of stress in a mass is a difficult experimental pro-
blem. In the case of soils, the common techniques of analysing stress
fi:x>m measurement of strain are not generally applicable because of the
nature of the material and uncertainties in evaluating elastic properties.
It is necessaiy, therefore, to depend largely on direct measurMients of
pressure. The fundamental problem vrith this type of measurement is that
the transducer itself introduces a discontinxiity in the soil mass 5 the
stress distribution that would exist if there were no discontinriity is
altered by the existence of the transducer. In addition, the stress-
strain characteristics of the transducer can be expected to differ from
those of the mass, and hence the indicated stresses will differ correspond-
ingly from what would exist in the mass in the absence of the transducer.
Nevertheless, the need for experimental evidence of pressure distributions
in soils subjected to loads has resulted in many attempts to measure
stresses directly (9, 16, 23, 26, 27, 28, 30, 37, U2).
The most common approach to this type of measurement is to use a
pressure sensitive cell composed ol a flexible diaphragm moiaited in a
rigid supporting frame. The housing is arranged so that one face of the
diaphragm is subjected to the surrounding pressure while the other side is
19
not. Deflections of the diaphragm are sensed by artrain or displacement
measuring devices and observed on external monitoring eqtiipment. The cell
output is then calibrated with the corresponding pressure on the exposed
surface of the cell. Benkelman and Lancaster (8) pointed out some of the
important considerations in the use of such cells. Later, in an extensive
investigation of types and physical characteristics of pressure sensitive
cells in soil masses (17) the U. S. Corps of Engineers established specific
criteria for design of such transducers, esp>ecially with reference to the
diameter- thickness and diameter-deflection i^tios.
McMahon-Yoder Cells
In 19^9} McMahon and Toder (37) reported the development of a pres-
sui^ cell for use in highway pavements and subgrades. The design followed
the criteria established by prior studies while meeting the need for a
small, rugged, inexpensive transducer. These cells consisted of a one
inch diameter diaphragm and a supporting ring machined integrally of
stainless steel. Two SR-li strain gages mounted on the inside of the
diaphragm and connected in seides constituted the sensing element. The
details of cell construction and measurements of sti^ss distribution in
various soil systems under plate bearing loads have been reported in the
literature (37).
At an early stage of this piDject it was decided to use the McMahon-
Yoder cells with as little modification as possible. "Diese cells had proved
satisfactory in static tests, although the output was too low for satis-
factory dynamic response with the equipment then available. A major effort,
therefore, was directed towards improving the cells <^mamic response
characteristics.
20
The first step in accomplishing the above "waa to increase the outprat
of the cell itself. It was found that four type A-18 SR-U gages could be
placed on the diaphragm - two at the center and two at the edge. ^ con-
necting these gages in a four-arm bridge configuration, as shown in Fig-
ure h'1, the electrical output of the cell was essentially double that of
the earlier model. The second step was to assemble suitable electronic
equipment for excitation and output amplification so that the outpat of
the cell could be recorded under transient loading conditions with ade-
quate sensitivity for the small stresses that were anticipated in highway
applications.
There was available to this project a multiple channel system designed
for use with linear variable differential transformers (L^TDT). This sys-
tem consisted of two oscillators, seven amplifiers, a six-channel oscil-
lograph and associated power supplies. The equipment is described in
detail in a report of an earlier project by Geldraacher et al. (21). To
adapt tliis equipment for dynamic stress measurements, an isolation circuit
was built using an internal 2000 cycles per second oscillator as excita-
tion for the bridge circuit of the stress cells and connecting the cell
output circuit to the data amplifiers. The amplifiers were reconditioned
and a new filament power supply was bxiilt to provide more stable operation.
With this equipment, the dyixaraic response of the cells appeared to be
excellent in laboratory tests.
Tb check this response in a field installation, a typical cell was
installed in the subgrade of an unsurfaced pavement. An unloaded station
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FIGURE 4.1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF STRESS
CELL AND STRAIN GAGE CONFIGURATION
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Calibration
In the original development of the McMahon-Yoder cells, a calibration
technique was developed in which the cell was subjected to air pressure
through a flexible membrane in a triaxial cell. This basic procedure was
adopted for this project with two modifications which were necessitated
by the particular application.
One need for modification arose from the use of alternating current
(ac) excitation for the strain gage circuit in the cells, and the use of
the voltage unbalance as the measure of deflection in the diaphragm (or
stress applied). When an ac voltage is used, capacitance in the lead wires
introduces a significant impedance in the circuit wliich is indistinguish-
able at the output from the resistances of the strain gages. Variations
in length of lead can introduce different amounts of capacitance in
adjacent legs of the bridge circuit. Tliis variation in capacitance wo'jild
indicate a voltage unbalance at the output that would appear as a stress
reading. To eliminate errors from this source and to simplify field
procedures, the calibration was carried out vrith all leads attached and
wired through the same electronic components which wo^old be used in the
field. Thus, each calibration was for a complete channel of stress data
- cell, leads, and amplifier. A separate calibi-^tion cell was built to
provide accurate zero setting of the oscillograph during field testing
and for setting amplifier gain.
The second, and more significant, problem introduced in the stress
cell calibration for this project was the mounting of the cells on top
of the transducers for the displacaaent raeas'aring system. A fundamental
puipose of the study was to achieve stress and displacement measurements
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at the same point simultaneously. Since completely different transducers
were necessary for these two rae^isui'eiftenbs, the manner of inetalling thera
was one of the critical decisions which had to be made. Several possibili-
ties were considered. The simplest method considered, from the point of
view of installation and testing, was to mount the two transducers together
as a single unit. As pointed out by McMahon and Yoder (37), however, if
the diameter-thickness ratio for the stress cell were not kept large -
near five or gi^ater - lai^e discrepancies would exist between actual and
indicated stresses. When mounted together, the stiress cell and accelero-
raeter constituted a single unit of diameter-thickness ratio of approximately
2/3. This would result in indicated stresses considerably lai^r than
true values. To avoid t2iis difficTilty, consideration was given to placing
the transducers in separate locations along a longitudinal or transverse
line in the pavement. Positions on a longitudinal line would theoretically
be subjected to the same load at different times. Positions along a trans-
verse line would be subjected to different loads on individual runs, but
by a judicious choice of lateral positioning of the test load, geometrically
similar loading could be produced for both transducers in different runs.
Neither of these alternates was attractive because of the uncertainties of
homogeneity of the pavement and subgrade, as well as variations of load,
velocity, and lateral position of the test vehicle in successive runs.
It was believed that errors introduced by these variables would probably
be greater than those produced by the undesirable proportions of the com-
bined instruments. In addition, of course, the problems of installation
would be only half as great for a single unit as for two separate transducers.
It was decided, therefore, to use the stress cell mounted on the accelero-




FIGURE 4.2. STRESS CELL AND ACCELEROMETER
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In order to correct for the low dlametcr-thickneaa ratio, a niiinber
of tests were run on the cells in the moiinted anc unmounted conditions.
After laboratory calibration in the triaxLal cell, one stress cell was
mounted on an accelerometer and another prepared for embedment as a
separate unit. Two installations were made in an unsurfaced section of
road, one at a depth of six inches (at the interface between soil sut^rade
and gravel base) and one at a depth of 22 inches (in the subgrade). For
each installation, both transducers were embedded, three feet apart, in
one wheel path. Observations of stress were then made using an unloaded
test truck. Records were made of sti^ss under static load with the load
placed first over one cell, then over the other cell. Runs were also
made at creep speed and about 10 miles per hour in which the truck moved
over both cells. Higher speeds were not possible at that test site.
Stresses were so low at the 22 inch depth that only two trials yielded
readable deflections of the oscillograph record. Some of the runs on
the six inch depth test were invalidated by irregularities in the road
surface which caused the load to sliift from one of the dual tires to
another in passing from the location of one transducer to the next. How-
ever, the stresses indicated by each of the cells for each valid load
were obtained by referring to the calibration curves obtained in the labora-
tory. A plot of stress indicated by the unmotinted cell versus stress
indicated by the cell mounted on the accelerometer is shown in P^igure U.3.
Considerable variation was expected in the aforementioned points, at
least for the six inch depth, because experience with the cells in the
original work indicated a somewhat erratic response in granular soils.
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FIGURE 4.3. STRESS INDICATED BY CELLS
UNMOUNTED AND MOUNTED ON
ACCELEROMETER
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patterns was valid, and from these data it appears reasonable to a3suj»»e
a linear relation between the two methods of installing the cells. The
line shown in Figure U.3 was therefore detemdned by fitting to the
points a straight line through the origin using the method of least squares.
The interpretation given this relationship is that the actual stress under
field loading conditions can be taken as 0.677 times the stress indicated
by a pressure cell which is mounted on an accelerometer used in this
study.
With this procedui^ developed, the stress measuring system was con-
sidered usable. All field tests made in the summer of 1961; used stress
cells and accelerometers movmted as a single unit. Since the accelero-
meter was in this way forced to move identically with the stress cell, it
is assumed that the measured deflections (as described in the next section)
occurred at precisely the same points at which the stress was measured.
Displacement Measurement
Gener^ Considerations
Methods of Measuring Displacements . Mary attenqjts have been made to
measure displacements of pavements under highway type loads. Among the
first was Hveem's (32) use of an electric travel gage embedded in the pave-
ment surface and referenced to a rod driven into the subgrade. This basic
technique has been used by others with various refinements, notably the
use of LVDT's, as the displacement transducer (26, 27, 28, 30). At the
WASIIO Road Test, Benkelman developed a rotating beam device which was
simple and inexpensive for measuring displacements at the pavement surface.
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Details of the device are described by Carey (lU). Walker et al. (liii)
applied this device to the measurement of displacements of pavement com-
ponents and subgrades. A number of other studies also have applied the
same device, in some cases using modified techniques i*iich were claimed
to improve its reliability (13, 30, 31, U7, U9). Baker (U) describes the
application of pho tog ramraetrie techniques to the problem of transient
pavement displacements.
All of the pavement displacement studies discussed in the literature
rely on some form of one of the three techniques mentioned above. Yet
each of these methods involves one or moi^ of a number of severe disad-
vantages. The photogrammetidLc technique is limited to displacements of
the pavement surface. The Benkelman Beam cannot measure displacements
directly under the load since the device must be operated on the pavement,
restricting not only the position of the load with reference to the point
of measurement, but also the vehicle velocity at which tests can be run.
Displacements under static loads or loads moving at creep speed can be
made conveniently with the Benkelman Beam, but tests at high vehicle
speeds are impossible. These difficulties can be overcome by installing
a displp-cenent transducer in the pavement but several nev: problems are
introduced. The first of these is the existence of a hole in the permanent
stmctui'e introduced to house the displacement transducer ajid isolate the
pavement from the eiabedded datum rod. It is not known how much effect
this hole has on the behavior of the pavement under load. In fact, it
seems reasonable t-o expect that this effect woiild be highly variable,
depending on the size and depth of the hole and the tj'pe of casing. The
manner of establishing a inference (that is, embedding a plate or driving
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a rod) and the method of transferring pavement movements to the movable
part of the transducer in the hole might also affect the indicated displace-
ments. A more serious shortcoming, even, as far as this project was con-
cerned, was the inability of measuring stress at the same point as displace-
ment if there is a hole permanently established at that location. It is
evident that the stress distribution in the vicinity of such an installation
would be significantly different from that in an undisturbed pavement even
if the displacements were not greatly affected. Therefore, stress and
displacement measurements would have to be made at widely separated points.
In addition, the establishment of a fixed reference Is a questionable
process at best. Geldmacher et al. (21) showed that in some cases reference
rods driven as much as liO feet deep beneath a rigid pavement showed signi-
ficant movement (seven to eight milli-lnches ) under highway type loadiTigs.
With the greater stresses generally observed in subgrades beneath flexible
type pavements it is reasonable to expect even greater movements, indicat-
ing considerable uncertainty as to actual effectiveness of any practical
datum that might be installed,
Pbr these reasons, it se«ned worthwhile investigating an inertial
type system for sensing pavement displacements. Such a system would
require no permanent hole in the structure, no fixed datum to be established
within the pavement, could be Installed at any depth in the structure or
subgrade and could be used for any vehicle location and (theoretically, at
least) any velocity except zero. Ideally, such a transducer would be
small, rugged and inexpensive. The first two of these criteria could be
met reasonably well. The cost of instruments meeting these requirements
and also having suitable frequency characteristics and resolution is less
favorable.
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The Inerblal ^atein . The basis for any Inertlal type of transducer
is the spring suspended mass, usually with viscous damping. IMs system
is illustrated in Figure U.lj in which the mass W is suspended from a frame
or case, a, by a spring of constant k (the ratio of load to deflection of
the spring). The dashpot, c, exerts a force on the mass proportional to
the relative velocity of the mass and case. The scales x and y indicate
the displacements of the case, and the mass relative to the case, respec-
tively. ITie theory of operation of such instruments is covered in detail
in many standard texts on vibrations and experimental measurements, as for
example, Timoshenko (li3) or Dove and Adams (18).





w dt w y ^^2
^-^
in which
y = displacement of the mass relative to the case
t = time
g = acceleration of gravity = 32.2 ft/sec
c = dashpot constant = ratio of damping force to velocity
k = spring constant = ratio of load to extension
W = weight of mass
X = displacement of case.
Timoshenko gives the solution of this equation (In slightly different form)
for the case where the case is given a periodic motion as
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MASS-SPRING-DASHPOT SYSTEM
FIGURE 4.4. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF MASS
SPRING- DASHPOT SYSTEM
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y = e""^* (A cos /p^ - n^ t + B sin v'P - n^ t)
(r-)^ X sin ((ot - a)
U.2
in which
A and B are constants determined from initial conditions,
P W
.„ -1 2ao
a = tan -^ j
P - 00
CO = circTilar frequency of the motion x, and
X = the magnitude of the forcing motion
While a consideration of response to a periodic notion is not adequate
for evaluating response to transient displacements, some important generali-
zations can be observed from an examination of equation U.2. The displace-
ment y of the mass relative to the case is composed of two parts - the
first term representing the initial disturbance to the system, and decaying
more or less rapidly, depending on the value of n which represents the
damping force, and the second tenn representing the steaci^y state conditions.
It is seen that the latter term is greatly dep«:\dent on the ratios <a/p and
n/p. The significance of p can be seen by considering an undanqped system,
corresponding to the case where n = c =0, subject to free vibration.
Under these conditions, the last tenn, which arises fix)m an external dis-
turbing force, disappeajB, and the equation U.2 reduces to
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y = A cos pt + B 3in pt li.3
This indicates a periodic motion recurring at a circular frequency of p
radians per second. Thus, p represents the natural, or resonant, frequency
of the undamped system. As noted above, co is the circular frequency, in
radians per second, of the case motion.
Returning to the last tenn of equation Li. 2, the effect of the ratio
co/p of the frequency of the forcing motion to the resonant frequency can
be inferred. In practical instnunents the ratio n/p is very small and
can be considered to be zero (U3)« If «/p = 1 then, the factor
Y = . . . P approaches <*>, k-h
1 /
2 2
/ r ,'^\2"i 2 Lin CO
indicating that relative deflections of the mass will be exti'emely large
in practice, much larger than the deflections of the case. In this event
the range of motion of the mass is quickly exceeded and the device is not
useful for indicating the magnitude of the forcing motion. If w/p gets
very large, Y approaches one, which indicates that the steady state
displacement, y, of the mass, as initial effects in the first tenc are
damped out, approaches the forcing displacement, x. This arrangement is
a displacement transducer, and is therefore a desirable device for measur-
ing deflections of certain frequencies. However, in order to have w/p
suitably large when measuring displacements of only one or two cycles per
second frequency, the resonant frequency of the instrument Biust be extremely
small. Fbr example, if co/p is only 2 and w = 1 radian per second, p must be
0.5 radians per second. Taking a mass weighing 0.1 lb, this would require
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a spring which would extend 129 feet merely to support the mass under the
influence of gravity. It clearly is not feasible to provide a small trans-
ducer %fith such low natural frequency as is required for this condition.
Considering, on the other hand, a ratio co/p much less than 1, the
factor Y- approaches zero. Under these conditions, once the transients
are damped out the suspended mass goes through precisely the sane motion
as the case, and there is no relative motion at all. The force acting
on the mass to cause it to follow the case motion is transmitted through
the spring suspension, and from Newton's principle it can be seen that
this force is proportional to the acceleration of the mass (which is the
sane as that of the case, since the motion is identical). Thas, if a
device is so designed that the force in the spring can be monitored
constantly, and the natural frequency can be kept several times as great
as the frequency to be measured, a signal proportional to acceleration
of the motion to be measured can be obtained. Since natural frequency is
proportional to spring stiffness and inversely proportional to weight of
the suspended mass, construction of an acceleration transducer, or
accelerometer, is not so fornddable a task as construction of a displace-
ment transducer for measuring motions in the frequency range from about
one to fifteen cycles per second.
Since acceleration is the second derivative of displacement with
respect to time, it should be possible to obtain a record of displacement
of a forcing motion by double integrating the output signal from an
acceleration transducer. Furthermore, if an accelei^meter co\ild be
obtained which woxild reproduce transient inputs with reasonable fidelity,
it might be useful as a transducer for measuring pavement deflections.
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The response to transient conditions, however, is ranch more varied than
that to steady state conditions. As in any application, the response is
governed by the equation of motion for the system, equation U.l, bijt in
the case of transients it is not adequate to consider only the steady
state response. It is necessary to obtain the entire solution for ^ach
input motion to be investigated. Many studies of this (l8) have shown
that the accuracy of the response is greatly affected by the rise time
of the forcing motion as well as by the characteristics of the accelerometer.
In general it can be stated that an accelerometer with appropriate damping
and natural frequency will reproduce best those accelerations having the
most gradual rate of increase. Figure h-$ illustrates the response to a
half sine pxilse of acceleration obtained by Levy and Kroll (35) for
various damping ratios of an accelerometer whose natural frequency is
fivie times as great as the frequency of the ii^jut.
In the absence of any previous field data on the actual accelerations
involved in pavement deflections, it appeared reasonable to expect even
less demanding an input acceleration than that used by Levy and Kroll.
Figure Ii.6 shovrs a comparison of a deflection profile plotted from AASHO
Road Test data (30) and a cosine curve drawn to the same length and Biaoi-
mum deflection. It is evident that the actual deflection rises more
slowly near the extremities, growing more rapidly near the center, than
the cosine curve. This would be expected of a deflection occurring from
an acceleration which rises gradually from a zero slope at zero accelera-
tion, such as a moving vehicle would produce as it approached a given point.
Figure k'7 contrasts the instantaneous increase in acceleration required
to produce a cosine deflection with the gradual acceleration lAiich would































DURATION OF INPUT PULSE
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FIGURE 4 5. ACCELEROMETER RESPONSE
TO TRANSIENT PULSES
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Actual pavement deflections, then, could presuwabV be reproduced even
better by the accelerorneter Uian could the sine pulse in Figure h-$. The
technique of obtaining acceleration measurements and double integrating
the signals to obtain displacements introduces difficulties, especially
in as much as the deflections to be measured are extremely small and of
comparatively low frequency. The advantages of the inertial system, how-
ever, appeared to be great, and electronic components had developed to the
point that this approach gave some promise of feasibility. The success
of the Association of American Railroads in applying this system to the
measurement of railroad car displacements (2) lent strong support to the
proposal.
Laboratoiy Development
nie attempt to adopt an inertial type of transducer to the measiare-
ment of pavement deflections involved three major problems: 1) a con-
venient means of testing and evaluating the equipment in the laboratory,
2) locating a transducer with appropriate frequency characteristics and
suitably low resolution and 3) developing computation and recording equip-
ment. Laboratoiy testing would be important to permit quick and easy
trials of different conditions, as well as providing suitable excitation
for work on the electronic systems reqxiired for amplification, integration
and recording. It appeared more promising to find a coramercially produced
transducer that would meet the conditions of this project than to try to
build one for the specific application. Efforts in developing the electronic
components were directed at making as much use as possible of equipment
already available.
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Laboi^tory Test Table . For purposes of testing in the laboratory, a
sin^sle means of holding a transducer and moving it through a small vertical
displacement in an interval of say one to one-fifteenth of a second was
needed. There was available a small table which had been used for making
flow tests of hydraulic cement. The apparatus as originally built, except
for the manual drive, is described in detail in American Society for Test-
ing and Materials Standards (l). The device consisted of a ten inch dia-
meter table on a vertical spindle mounted in a frame. The bottom of the
spindle rested on a cam which, when rotated, raised the table 3/U of an
inch, then dropped it suddenly to its lowest position. This cam was
replaced for purposes of this project by an eccentric circ\ilar cam which,
as it was turned, would raise and lower the table smoothly through a total
vertical displacement equal to twice the eccentricity of the cam.
Fbr original trials, a cam one inch in diameter with a 0.1 inch
eccentricity was used. This p2x»duced a total displacement of 0.2 inch in
a full revolution which is considerably larger than displacements antici-
pated in the field. However, smaller deflections could be obtained by
using partial revolutions of the cam, and accelerations could be kept low
by operating the table at low speeds. This combination provided flexi-
bility enough so that transducers could be tried over a considerably wider
range of conditiop;; than would be expect-ed in practice. After selection
of a transducer, a cam with eccentricity of about O.C^ inch was used.
In early trials of transducers, it became apparent that the vertical
shaft did not run smoothly on the rotating cam. A high frequency chatter
was introduced into the vertical motion which masked the gross motion
which was to be measured. To overcome this, a new shaft was made with a
la
roller bearing in tho end which rode on the cam. A spline was also pro-
vided in the new shaft and a matcliing key in the frame, to prevent rotation
of the table in the horizontal plane.
This apparatus proved satisfactory for all testing and calibration.
The onl3/ shortcoming was that with laanual operation it was not possible
to get a fiill revolution in an interval less than about 1/3 to 1/U of a
second. Ittgher frequency testing was possible, however, with partial
revolutions of the cam. Transducers were placed directly on the table
or mounted on special holding blocks, according to the physical arrange-
ment of the unit. Power and signal leads were fastened so as not to
interfere with the motion or to disturb the transducer during vertical
displacements.
It was necessary to establish a time record of table displacement
simultaneously with the transducer output for purposes of comparison.
This was accomplished by mounting an LVDT as a displacement transducer and
recording the output on a separate channel from that of the inertial trans-
ducer on the same oscillograph. Calibration of the LVDT was accomplished
by comparing oscillograph pen deflections with table displacement measured
with a micrometer dial. The complete apparatus, including the modified
flow table, LVDT, dial gage and an accelerometer in position for test, is
Illustrated in Figure U.8.
Transducers . The next pix)blem was to locate a transducer with suit-
able frequency characteristics and adequately low resolution. Investigation
of existing pavement deflection data and consideration of proposed vehicle
operating speeds had given an indication of characteristics of the motion








thousendths of an inch to several hundredths. Depending on vei-iicle operat-
ing speed and the range of influence of a wheel load^ the deflection and
reboiind vrould occur in an interval of one second (or greater for loads
approaching static conditions) to one fifteenth second. In other words,
the motion would have a frequency in the order of one to fifteen cycles
per second. Assuming a sinusoidal deflection, peak accelerations would
vary from about 0.0001 g for 0.002 inch displacement at one cycle per
second to 0.6 g for 0.05 inch displacement at fifteen cycles per second.
As noted previously it is probably not possible to build an inertial
transducer with a natural frequency low enough to be feasible for direct
displacement measurement of such motion as was expected in pavements.
Nevertheless, an attempt was made to apply a geophone to this service
since it was available and it was possible that it wotold give some further
indication of how inertial transducers would respond to the proposed use.
The specific unit available had a nominal natural frequency of l8 cps.
It was designed only to indicate the time of arrival of vibrations in
the earth at the location of the geophone in seismic methods of soil
exploration. For this reason, it is sensitive to extremely small motions.
Like any inertial transducer it consists of a mass suspended on a spring
and subjected to a viscous damping force. Unlike the displacement and
acceleration sensitive devices above, however, its output depends on the
relative velocity of the mass and the case. Thus, if the frequency ratio
oo/p is large, as with the displacement device, the movement of the mass
is negligible. The relative velocity of the case and the mass is then
the actual velocity of the case, or of the forcing motion. Such a trans-
ducer would be preferable to an accelerometer inasmuch as its output would
have to be integrated only once.
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Trials were made with the borrowed geophone on the laboratory test
table previously described. Tests were run at a variety of displacement
magnitudes and frequencies. It was evident, however, that for forcing
deflections of such low frequency as anticipated in pavements no usable
response was possible. Further study of the instrument indicated that
its actual naturfd frequency was close to l6 cycles per second. The
wildly erratic output which had been obtained indicated that the natural
frequency of the geophone %fas being excited and confirmed that a useful
transducer would have to have a frequency much farther removed from that
of the motion being measured.
The advantages of a velocity sensitive instrument over an acceler-
ometer prompted continued search of the literature and commercial products.
The smallest velocity meter of suitable frequency and resolution which
covild be fotmd was about three inches in diameter and three feet long.
This approach was then discarded and the search continued for a suitable
accelerometer.
Commerxjially available accelerometers which showed promise of being
useful were of three types: piezoelectric, strain gage, and servo-acceler-
ometers. Of these, only the last proved at all satisfactory. Hae piezo-
electric accelerometers depend for their output on a crystal iriiich
produces an electric potential when strained. The seismic mass in such
an instrument is supported by a piezoelectric crystal. Under the influence
of an acceleration the mass exerts a force proportional to the acceleration
on the crystal, straining it and producing a charge. This charge, however,
is only momentary, and is produced only with a change in the strain
condition of the crystal. Such an accelerometer giv«s no indication of
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sustained accelerations (dc conditions) and generally has a rather high
frequency as the lower limit of its useful range. In addition, the outcut
is extremely small - a few tens of millivolts per g input. Testa were
made using a piezoelectric accelerometer having a usable frequency range
of 3 to 12,000 cps and a resolution to 0.05 gs. It was not possible,
however, to get any usable output from this transducer on the laboratory
test table. Manufacturers of these instniments were consulted, but none
would recommend this type of transducer for the proposed use.
The strain gage accelerometei^ were also investigated. In these
instruments wire strain gages are used to sense the force exerted between
the mass and the case. For frequencies well below resonant frequency,
the output of the strain gage circuit is proportional to the force of
acceleration. These instruments have the advantage of a frequency response
right down to dc, and in this respect are ideally suited to the proposed
application. However, the output is comparatively low, as in the case of
piezoelectric units, and the resonant frequency is generally too low.
The third type - the servo-accelerometer - proved to overcome the
objections of the other types. Two manufacturers recommended units of
this type, and one provided an instrument on a loan basis for evaluation
in the laboratory. This was a Kistler Model 30h adjusted for a full
scale range of Ig. The specified natural frequency was 1^0 cps and the
resolution was 0.0001 g. The output signal was ^ volts per g. The servo-
accelerometer operates on the servo principle of using an "error" signal
to restore initial, or "equilibrium", conditions. The seismic mass is
suspended in a magnetic field and is attached to a displacement sensor.
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A displacement of the case produces a relative diaplacement of case and
suspended mass which causes the sensor to generate a signal. This signal
enei^lzes a force coil which exerts a force on the mass just sufficient
to restore it to its equilibrium position, thus, producing the same motion
in the mass as in the case. The current required to produce the restoring
force is proportional to the acceleration of the motion. A resistance
across this circuit converts the current to a voltage signal. Varying
the value of this load resistor varies the range and sensitivity of the
instrument.
Trials of the hbdel 30U on the test table gave excellwit response
over a wide range of displacements and frequencies. With high quality
amplification, motion even slower than one cycle per second was easily
observed. No atten?)t was made to measure independently of the test
transducer what the actual input accelerations were. However, integrated
output signals were obtained which agreed qualitatively with the input
displacement as recorded by the LVDT. Problems were experienced with the
electronic conponents for performing the integration, but the transducer
response appeared to be excellent. Some trials were then run using only
one stage of electronic integration, resulting in an oscillograph record
of velocity of displacement. This record was integrated manually with a
planimeter and the resulting displacement compared to the LVDT recoirl.
Some variability existed, but the indications were that the transducer
response, at least, was satisfactory and the system appeared feasible.
The Kistler Model 30li Servo Accelerometer was, therefore, adopted for the
project and efforts were directed toward further development of the
electronic amplification and Integration.
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Analog Computer . Three basic approaches were theoretically available
for operating on the acceleration signal which was obtained from the trans-
ducer. The signal could be 1) recorded directly and integrated manually,
2) digitalized electronically and integrated on an electronic digital
computer, or 3) integrated continuously in an analog computer. Manual
integration was originally considered not feasible because of the extensive
man hours which would be required and the inaccuracies involved in plotting
the first integral of acceleration to produce a curve of velocity which
would Itself have to be integrated. Electronic digitalizing equipment
would be extremely expoiaive, and like manual integration, would produce
no deflection data directly in the field. Final results would be delayed
until processing could be done at a computing laboratory. In contrast to
these possibilities, the analog computer approach would give an actual
displacement record directly in the field, would not involve manual inte-
gration and would not require expaisive equipment.
The utility of the 8lectrt)nic analog computer is based on the charac-
teristics of certain networks involving the use of high gain direct current
(dc) amplifiers. These instruments are capable of providing amplification
h. 9
of magnitudes from 10 to 10 or higher, and for a given amplifier, the
gain is independent of frequency from dc to sevei^ thousand cycles per
second or greater. The theory of computing networks is explained in many
standard works on electronic analog computation as for example, refei'ences
3U, 38, Ul, U5.
A block diagram of the basic network enployod is shown in Figure U.9
in which generalized impedances Z. and Z. are indicated. The amplifier
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gain is -A, and the Input intpeda^ce is so high that it can be as^ed that
no currant Hows into the a:„plifier. 71.e relations.hip between outpat and
input voltages is then given ty
2f
e = - ^
o
1 2 ii.5
When A is suitably large, this appn^aches the appn^imate relation
e =-f£e
If Z^ and Z^ are both pure resistive impedances, the relation becomes
«f
e = - — p
\ i li.7
so that the output voltage is pn^portional to the input voltage in the
ratio of feedback to input resistance. In this way the netwo^ is use<l
sionply as a dc amplifier to provide any desix^d gain. On the other hand,
if the feedback impedance is a pure capacitance, the relation becomes
% = CR -^ ^^* U,Q
Thus, the output voltage of the netwozic is proportional to the integral
of the input voltage with respect to ti.e. If e, is a voltage proportional
to paven^nt accelerations, for example, e^ would be pzx,po.^.ional to the
velocity of the pavement motion. IVo of these networics in series will of
course pj^vide a double integraUon of the input.
so
Tests of such a confuting network were made on an echicational model
analog computer using a signal generator to provide the input voltage.
The terminology used in discussing the tests is illustrated in Figure U.IO.
SBicetch (a) shov/s how a varying voltage is expressed as the sum of two
components, a dc level representing the average voltage and an ac con^onent
representing the variation above and below the dc. Sketch (b) shows a
transient pulse along with corresponding actual and theoretical responses
of a single integrator to this input.
Excellent shapes of output voltage waves were obtained for sine wave
and square wave input signals both for single and double integrations.
The dc level of the output was not steady, however, as a result of the
tendency of the amplifiers to drift. This drift is the error between the
theoretical and actual outputs in Figure U.lOb and is the major obstacle
to direct coupled electronic integration. It occurs because there is no
way for the integrating network to distinguish between signal voltages at
the input and any error voltages that arise from spurious noise and current
drawn by the amplifier. The usual way to eliminate errors resultijig from
drift is to ac couple the computing networks, that is, to place a capacitor
in series between the signal voltage and the computing network. Since the
capacitor will transmit only varying voltages, anjr dc error in the signal
is blocked and only the ac component of the signal is computed. The volt-
age transmitted by a capacitor, however, is attenuated by the in^jcdance of
the capacitor, and is a function of frequency. High frequency signals are
passed at almost no loss in voltage, but lower frequency signals are greatly







FIGURE 4.10. TERMINOLOGY AND CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF ELECTRIC SIGNALS
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the magnitude of which depends on the frequency. For very alow variations,
the errors may completely mask the correct results.
An attempt was made to use ac coupling on the analog computer. At
frequencies of a few cycles per second, however, the results were so dis-
toi*ted as to be impossible to calibrate.
Since it was necessaiy to use direct coupled components, filters
were tried in the feedback circuit of the integrators. These filters fed
back the slowly varying drift voltage to the input to counteract the error
which caused it. This improved the stability of the first stage of inte-
gration, but had little effect on the second stage. Farther improvement
was achieved by providing a separate and very stable power supply with a
vernier control to balance the dc component of the signal. A schematic
diagram of this arrangement is shown in F^guj?e U.ll.
In the configuration of Figure li.ll, the signal is first amplified,
then integrated twice by two integrators in series, and finally amplified
again, to a level high enough to drive the oscillograph. Tests were run
with this setup on the computer using the Kistler acceleronieter activated
by the test table. In its normal position the accelerometer produced, a
stea(fy five volt output due to the earth's gravitational field. This dc
component was balanced by the balancing power supply provided at the input.
Using extreme care in balancing the operational amplifiers and the dc
signal it was possible to obtain an oscillograph trace of displacement
which coxild be calibrated with that of the LVDT by sketching in the drift-
ing base line. An example of this resxilt is shown in Fi-gure 14.12.
Since the computer used tmstabiliaed anqalifiers and was not particu-





















































































could be ln5>rov©d significantly by obtaining high quality amplifiera and
power supplies incorporating the most recent electronic improvcnenta. To
accomplish this a set of Philbrick K2-W amplifiers and a Phllbrick R300
power supply were used. These components were assenbled and vrlred in a
compact form appropriate for field use. Unfortunately, laboratory tests
of this eqxiipment Indicated that it was less stable than the compniter.
Many variations in the equipment were tried in an attempt to reduce the
drift to a level which could be tolerated. Filter characteristics were
varied, different input and feedback impedance values were tried, and
another attempt at ac coupling was made. In no case using direct coupling
was it possible to keep the second integral stable enough so the oscillo-
graph record would i^emain on the chart longer than about one second.
Goierally, the drift went off scale in much less time. No better success
was achieved with ac coupling than had been obtained with the computer.
Two other alternatives wei^e considered to improve the integration
process. There was a possibility that solid state amplifiers would be
enough more stable than tube amplifieirs to achieve the desired results.
On the other hand, tape reco idling field signals and doing the integration
on a high quality laboratory analog computer might prove satisfactoiy.
Both of these approaches had several draw backs. Equipment would be con-
siderably more expensive for either approach than had been planned for
the project. Field use of transistor circuits had often proved less than
satisfactoiy. No solid state amplifiers were readily available for tests
with the laboratory set-up. Tape recording of field data had been tried
(21), but this approach leaves field tests uncertain as to success until
the tapes are processed in the laboratory. Further time and expense in
$6
pursuing theae alternatives without better assurance of success appeared
unjustified until field tests of the total concept could be carried out.
If full scale trials indicated that the inertial system is feasible for
measuring pavement displacements and also that load and displacements are
dependent on vehicle velocity, it would certainly be appropriate to refine
the electronic integration. Experience with the equipment up to this point,
however, had indicated that a single integration coiild be performed reason-
bly satisfactorily. Significant drift did occur, but integration could be
carried on long enoxigh to record the signal produced by transient pavement
displacements, and the drift could be easily established on the oscillograph
record to penoit establishing a base line for the signal. Operating on
the accelerometer signal in this manner produced a record of velocity of
pavement displacement on the oscillograph. This record could be integrated
manually either bj' planimeter or by digitalizlng the record and performing
a numeilc integration. While this did not satisfy all of the requirements
of the ideal system, it at least promised a workable field installation to
get some actual data on full scale pavements.
Three computers were built according to the above plan. The block
diagram of Figure U.13 Indicates how three separate channels of displace-
ment data could be processed simultaneously with this equipment. Each
channel provided prearaplification, one integration, and post amplification
of a signal before feeding into the six-channel oscillograph. The post
amplification stage was composed of two amplifiers - one a K2-rt operational
amplifier and one a current boosting amplifier built in the laborsto ly to
provide adequate boost in signal power to drive the oscillograph. Indepen-













































FIGURE 4.13. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ANALOG COMPUTER
USED IN FIELD TESTS
\
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vernier controlled balancing voltage was provided for each channel. Out-
put jacks were provided for monitoring the output with a vacuum tube volt-
meter. Switch selection made it possible to observe the output of any
stage of ajTsy channel with a single meter. The entii-e assembly could be
conveniently mounted in a panel truck for field use.
Calibration
After the transducers were selected and the electronics assembled,
calibration of the entire system for measuring displacements was underl^en.
This was achieved with the same test table and recording device previously
described for initial development.
Basically, the process was to determine the ratio of displaceaaent of
the accelerometer to the area under the corresponding curve of velocity.
The LVDT trace provided a simple means for determining displacement in
any time interval. "lb correspond to anticipated field conditions, the
displacements used in calibrating were restricted to transient pulses.
Initially, the area under the velocity curve for the same interval was
obtained by pCLaniineter. This process was extremely painstaking, however,
as the areas in many cases were quite small. It proved possible to get
more consistent I'esults by digitalizing the velocity record and computing
the area by numeric integration. Even with this procedure there was con-
siderable variation in the displacement to area ratio. This error appeared
to be associated primarily with the oscillograph. There was a significant
variation in frequencj' response of the oscillograph, and more serious, a
delay in the pen returning to zero when the signal was removed, "niis
behavior suggested improper damping of the pen motor, and a considerable
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effort was spent in trying to correct it, but no solution to the difficulty
was found. An additional souix:e of error apparently was friction of the
pen on the chart paper. All of these effects, as well as errors in the
integration, apparently contributed to the variation of the calibration.
It was necessary, therefore, to use a statistical calibration. A typical
example of calibration data is shown in Figure U.II4. Since the accelero-
meter, amplifiers and oscillograph were all theoretically linear, a straight
line calibration was expected and appears reasonable from these data. TTie
line drawn through the observed points was obtained by a least squares fit
of a straight line passing through the origin. The very high conflation
coefficient (in this case, 0.9972$) appears to verify the linear functional
relationship. The standard error of estimate was 0.00376 for this example,
and was generally of this order of magnitude.
In order to obtain some idea of the precision of measurements obtain-
able, confidence limits were plotted for the estimated mean displacement.
The lines plotted above and below the regression line in figure U.lU
indicate these limits in the illustrated case. One departure from usual
statistical practice should be noted in this connection. Because it was
impossible in the calibration procedure to observe displacements for
arbitrary values of area under the velocity curves, the csilibration was
fitted using displacement as the independent variable. Statistically,
this provides an equation
area = m x displacement h-9
based on minimum squared variations of observed ai>eas about the regres-
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FIGURE 4.14. TYPICAL CALIBRATION OF
DISPLACEMENT MEASURING SYSTEM
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obtained for a given displacement. An estimate of mean displacement about
the I'egression line is obtained by reading the confidence interval in the
coordinate direction of displacement at a given area. The confidence
interval shoxm in Figure J4.IU is typical and indicates a variation at the
5 percent level on the order of two thousandths of an inch. It would be
desirable if this variation could be reduced to less than one thousandth,
but the pi^sent results were considered satisfactory for the initial field
studies.
The interpretation of field records of displacement consisted of
reading ordinates to the velocity curve, integrating numerically, and
applying the calibration factor 1/m from equation h-9' Simpson's rule
was used for the integration, and, because of the large volume of data to
be resolved, the woric was done on an IBM 709li digital computer. The 709li
program provided for a listing of displacement versus vehicle position at
discrete intervals and a plot of these data for each run. Figure li.l?
shows a typical field oscillogj*aph record containing traces of both stress
and velocity of displacement versus time. Figure 1^.16 illustrates the
digital computer output consisting of the transformed displacement data
corresponding to the surface velocity trace of Figure U.l?.
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VEHICLE VELOCITY^ 30.15 MPH
CHART SPECD= 250.no UNITS/SEC CAL= .17<.00 UNITS' 25.40 M- 5.0000
INCREMENT OF DISTANCE" 1 . 76871
, V( I) DISTANCE (FT.I JEFLECTIUN (IN.) INDEX
-7.C75 .OOOOC 1
3 .HC -5.306 .00162 2
5 1.70 -3.537 .00454 3
7 3. 3C) -1.769 .0103H 4
NOTE CHANGC OF INTTRVAl- INCREMENT OF DISTANCE = .8U435
3 7.70 -.864 .01735 5
5 .50 -.000 .02996 6
7 -10.00 .864 .01949 7
9 -5.30 1.769 .00903 8
NOTE CHA^G£ OF INTCRWL- INCREMENT OF rISTANCE =1.76871
3 -2.20 3.537 -.00061 9
5 -1.3J 5.306 -.00562 10
7 -.9J 7.075 -.00841 11
9 - . .' J 8.644 -.00971 12




.(IIilICLt VCLI)C1TY= 3n . 15 MPH
5.000 0.000
JISTANCE OF REAR AXLE FROM TEST POINT IN FEET
FIGURE 4.16. TYPICAL DISPLACEMENT VS
LONGITUDINAL POSITION OF TRUCK
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5. FIELD TESTBIG
field tests of the capability of the tire pressure measuring equipment
for passenger cars were successfully carried out duilng the sumner of 1963
(U8). During the following ^rijnter, the basic modifications of the system
to suit heavy vehicles were made. In the same period transducers and
electronic equipment for measuring stresses and displacements in the pave-
ment were assembled. Within the limitations described in previous sections,
the total system was workable and it was detenrlned to run an Initial ser-
ies of field tests on several pavements of different physical characteris-
tics in order to evaluate the system and to obtain some indication of the
significance of the parameters in question. The tire pressure equipment
was moxinted on a truck and flexible pavement sections in the vicinity of
Lafayette were selected. Tests were run during August and September of
I96U and data analysis pix>ceeded for several months following.
Instrumentation
Test Vehicle
Through the cooperation of the Indiana State ffi-ghway Coinnission, a
dump truck was obtained for the duration of the field testing period. The
truck had a single rear axle equipped with dusuL wheels. Tires were
IO.OO-20A2 having a rated load capacity of U600 lbs at an inflation pres-
sure of 7^ psi. A governor on the engine limited vehicle velocity to a
maximum of about 60 mph. The truck is pictured in Figure 5.1«
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FIGURE 5.1. THE TEST TRUCK
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Wheel Loads
The tire prcBSure aeasuring equipment was mounted on the left hand
side at the rear axle. T^e left hand tires were selected for measurenent
because it was desired to measure pavement behavior near the center of the -
pavement structure. TMs would eliminate effects of the pavement edges.
The rotating seal was mounted on the outer dual and the two parts comiected
to the stems of the two tires. The instrument panel was bolted to the body
immediately above the axle and pressure lines fiDm the rotating seal con-
nected to the panel. The final field setup is shown in Figure 3.2 The
amplifiers and oscillograph were mounted in a specially constructed box
which replaced the seat on the passenger side of the cab. A motor genera-
tor set to provide power for the electronic equipment was supported on a
platform fastened to the snow plow attachment at the front of the vehicle.
Event maiicers consisting of 3/U inch diameter sections of pipe were
placed on the pavement in the path of the instrumented wheel. When the
instrumented wheel hit a pipe, a sharp pulse which was i>eadily ideitified
was produced on the oscillograph i^cord and served to relate the vehicle
displacCTient and time scales. On the first installation at McConsick Itoad,
the pipes were placed only six feet on either side of the instrumented
point. However, the disturbance to the pressure measuring system as the
vehicle passed over the pipe was noticeable for several feet beyond that
point, and a vibratoiy effect appeared in the pavement displacement record
which seemed to result from the same impact. Fbr subsequent tests, the
pipes were moved to 20 feet either side of the instrumented point, effec-
tively removing the disturbance from the region of interest.
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Stresses and DLsplacenents
Transducers and amplifiers and recording equipment for measuring
stresses and displacanents within the pavement and subgrade were described
in detail in Part h> The stress cells axid accelerometers were assembled
and wired with ample lead cables prior to field installation. In order
to obtain the desired objective of minimal disturbance of the test struc-
ture, it would be best to install the transducers in the desired positions
in a test pavement during construction, with necessary cables being carried
horizontally through the pavement to the outer edge. For the preliminary
series, however, since in-service pavements were to be used, it was neces-
saiy to install the instruments from the surface.
Installation . Placement of transducers from the pavement surface
required that a hole be bored to the greatest depth at which measurements
wo\d.d be obtained. A six inch square opening was cut through the bituminous
surface and the aggregate layers with hand tools. A fovir inch diameter
hand auger hole was then advanced to the desired depth. At the bottom of
the hole a transducer was held in a vertical position at the precise
horizontal location by a specially built jig attached to a length of rigid
galvanized pipe. The excavated soil, which had been carefully saved, was
then replaced. As soon as enough soil was tamped around the transducer to
hold it firmly, the jig was removed. A length of copper tubing inside the
pipe and jig held the transducer in place as the jig was pulled off. Back-
fill was continued to the depth of the next transducer, where the iabedment
procedure was repeated. Compaction of the backfill was accomplished by
tamping and was intended to reproduce as nearly as possible the undisturbed
condition of the pavement and subgrade. After all transducers were in
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place and backfill was complete, the hole in the bltiminous surface was
filled with a patching mix of bit\iminou3 concrete.
Cable leads had been brought to the surface along the edge of the
hole. Lengths of mbber hose were split and Installed over the cables at
the point where they emerged from the pavement to give additional protec-
tion to the wires. The cables were then nin to the edge of the pavement
and taped to the surface.
Two Controflex RB-5 fbad Switches were placed transversely across
the pavement, one ten feet ahead, and the other ten feet following the
instrumented point. These switches activated an event marker on the
oscillograph each time a wheel passed over them, providing a means of
determining vehicle velocity and relating longitudinal vehicle displace-
ment to the oscillograph time scale. A typical installation is illustrated
in Figure 5.2.
Operation
The test procedure used for the entire series was to establish
initial conditions of all instruments with the truck standing some distance
from the instrumented point, then to drive the truck past the test point
at a specified speed and lateral position. The recorders were operated
to give a continuous record of tire pressure variation, soil stresses
and displacements for a time interval during which the instruwMited points
in the pavonent were Influenced by the load. For low speed tests, the
initiaGu point of the run was quite close to the test point, on the order
of 50 feet. As the vehicle speed was increased the distance to the start-
ing point was increased. For the fastest test runs, near 60 raph, it was
necessary to begin the run from nearly one mile away from the test point.
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FIGURE 5.2. TYPICAL PAVEMENT TEST
INSTALLATION
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In order to provide exactly the same initial tire pressure (and hienco
load) conditions for all runs of a given speed, the position of the wheels
was mariced on the pavement at each starting location, and the truck posi-
tioned pi^cisely for each i?un. Relative elevations of the four wheels
were obtained to provide information for measuring the exact tire load in
each initial condition. This calibration did not work successfully, how-
ever, so that all pressure variations wex^ ultimately superimposed on the
static load of the tires for the level condition.
Initialization of the displacement measuring system involved balanc-
ing all operational amplifiers and adjusting the input balancing voltage
to zero signal for the static condition. The computers were placed in
operation well before the truck approached the instrumented point, and
the output monitored on a voltmeter. Major drift was counteracted by
adjusting the signal balancing circuit during operation. As the truck
approached the first road switch, the oscillograph was turned on and the
computer output was switched to the oscillograph. The stress measuring
equipment was comparatively stable and required only occasional checks
on the excitation voltage and amplifier gain.
Records
The oscillograph records (two channels in the test truck and six in
the instrument van) provided continuous traces of the measured parameters
with respect to time. Event raarics on the charts permitted evaluation of
the exact vehicle speed for each test run and also identified fixed loca-
tions on the charts. With location and vehicle velocity both known, the
relation between the chart time scale and vehicle displacement was de-
fined.
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The two channel chart in the truck gave independent records of pres-
sure variations of the left rear inner and outer dual tires. These records
wotild give a qualitative indication of variations in tire force. However,
the force to pressure ratio was so gi*eatly dependent on frequency of varia-
tion that direct quantitative inteipretation was not possible. The quanti-
tative analysis was described in Part 3«
Six channels of data were obtained in the instrument van froxo three
combined stress —displacement transducers in the pavement. Three channels
of stress data gave directly, with the previously obtained caQ_ibration
curves, the dynamic soil stresses induced at the transducers when the
test vehicle moved over the location. Three chajinels of displacemait
data were actually traces of the velocity of movement of the transducers.
It was possible to make gross Judgments from the raw data as to whether
adequate response was being obtained on each run, but because the displace-
ment was represented by the area imder the velocity curve, no estimate was
made in the field of magnitudes of displacements. It was possible to
observe from the raw data the radius of influence of the wheel load and
to make qualitative comparisons between fairly smooth, continuous displace-
ments and rough, jerky displacements. The latter appeared to occur when
the tire loads were rough as a result of sharp impact as the vehicle
approached the test point.
Quantitative evaluations of dynamic displacement were made as described
in Part h- The field records of velocity of displacement were digitalized
and integrated numerically. The resulting displacements at discrete inter-
vals were tabulated and plotted by digital computer in the form of displace-
ment versus distance of i*ear axle (the instrumented tires) from the test
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point in the pavement. Storooth cui^es were drawn free hand thiDugh the
plotted points to aid in visualizing the displacement pattern.
Teat Conditions
Fbr the series of tests run in 196U, the test truck was loaded to
produce a static weight of 18,000 lbs. on the rear axLe - U,^00 lbs on
each tire. Nominal tire pressure was maintained at 75 psi throughout the
series.
The three pavements tested were located on IfcCkjrmick Itoad, 1/U mile
south of Cheriy Lane at the western edge of West Lafayette, Indiana Road
18, one mile west of Bnxjkston, and Indiana Itoad 26, U-1/2 miles west of
West Lafayette. These locations are shown on the map of Figure 1.1.
The McGoroilck Road pavement consisted of four inches of bituminous
concrete and eight inches of macadam base on a subgrade of low plasticity
clay. The Fbad l8 site was a 5-5 inch bituminous concrete surface and a
ten inch gravelly, clayey sand base course on a low plasticity clay sub-
grade. At Road 26, the pavement surface was seven inches of bituminous
concrete and the base was 13 inches of gravelly, sandy clay. The subgrade
was a borderline silt-clay of low plasticity. Table 5.1 summarizes the
physical characteristics of the three pavements. It shotild be noted that
the pavements were selected with the intention of having a wide range of
stiffnesses represented in the pavement structures, but as nearly as
possible the same subgrades and construction types. Preliminary investi-
gations of the sites at the pavement edges indicated similar materials
throughout. It was only during installation of transducers that the base
course at McCormi^k Road was foimd to be of macadam. The subgrade at
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TABLE 5.1
SUMMARY OF PAVEMENT CFIARACTERISTIC3
^"'--^^ Site






Type Macadam Sand-Gi^vel Sand-Gravel
Thickness (in. 8 10.0 13
Classification sc SC
Field Density^ (pcf) Not Determined 135.0 127.8




Plasticity Index^ (t) 8.2 8.7 ^.h
Optimum Density-' (pcf)
Optimum Moisture {%)
Not Determined 136 130
Not Detennined 8 9
Subgrade
Classification CL CL CL-ML
Field Density^ (pcf) 111.7 113.7 101^









107.9 ni.o 103. U
Optimum Moisture {%) 11..8 12.1 17.8
Notes: 1. According to Unified Soil Classification System
2. AASID T ll47-5ii
3. AASHO T 89-60
U. AASHO T 91-5U
5. AASHO T 99-5*/, Method D
6. AASHO T 99-57, Method A
7. Estimated Value - Field test was in error
7li
Boad 18 also was basically like the other two, though it had a slight
organic content which probably accounts for the silty characteristic.
At each site transducers were placed at the surface-base interface,
the base-subgrade interface and in the subgrade at a depth of 36 inches
from the pavement surface.
Tests were run at nominal speeds of S, 10, 20, 30, UO, 50 and 60 mph
and nominal transverse offsets of 0, 6 and 12 inches. The offset was
measured as the horizontal distance fix)m the vertical line of the trans-
ducers to the center line of the path of the dual wheels in a direction
normal to the center line of the pavement. Distances to the right facing
the direction of travel are positive, and to the left, negative. In order
to obtain this measurement, a stripe was painted on the pavement Just prior
to each run. The tire imprint was clearly visible in the fresh paint.
It was attempted to make at least two runs at each velocity and each off-
set. In practice, it was not possible to obtain close control over either
of these variables. Speeds varied by several miles per hour fi>om nominal,
mostly below nominal, although control and consistency were much better
at Ibad 18 and Road 26 than at McComick Itoad. This was probably due both
to experience of the driver and better operating conditions at those sites.
Variation in offset was even greater than in velocity, and measured values
of offset ranged from zero to sixteen inches in absolute value. In view
of this poor control, a tolerance of plus or minus two inches was adopted
with Inspect to obtaining the desired lateral position. Data was obtained
from all runs, regardless of offset and velocity, and viltimately the actual
values of these parameters were used in the analyses.
7$
Following testing at each site, the stress-displacement transducers
were removed for reuse. Tests of in-place moisture and density were made
on the base course and subgrade. Samples of each material were taken for




The serf.es of tests in the surmer of I96I4. resulted iri a total of 1U2
runs. At the McConnick Fx>ad site, 36 runs were made ranging in velocity
from three to kO miles per hour. At Indiana Ptoad I6, $0 runs ranged from
four to 58 miles per hour, and at Indiana Road 26, 02 runs ranged from
three to 59 miles per hour. Table 6.1 presents a surr^ry of the test
runs, indicating for each run the lateral position of the vehicle, vehicle
velocity, inner and outer wheel load at the test point, and displacements
and stresses at the transducer locations in each pavement. Ifeximum speed
was determined by a governor on the test truck set for a nomina] 60 miles
per hour. At McConnick Hoad it was not possible to reach this lindt
because of rough surface and curved alignment about l/lt mile from the test
point. Runs 15 through I8 for Ibad I8 are omitted from Table 6.1. These
runs were an attempt to obtain measurements for an essentially static load,
but no usable results wei"^ obtained.
Loads
Records of dynamic tire pressure were read for an interval corres-
ponding to approximately hO feet of road - that distance between event
maricers on all but the first day's nuis. These records were transformed
to digital force i^cords indicating both the djTiamic force and the actual
force each tire was exerting on the pavement at closelj"" spaced discrete
points. The actual force at each point represents the sum of the djTiamic
force and the initial static load of U,500 pounds. A plot of actual force
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for each tire versus position of the rear axle vith respect to the test
point was also produced for each run. A typical curve is illustrated ir.
Figure 3.lj. The load shown in the sujnmary of Table 6.1, and used in the
subsequent analysis, was tsJ<en as the maxiinuin value for each tire occur-
ring in an intei-val of 12 inches centered at the test point. This cor-
responds to the time interval during which the tire made contact with the
pavement on the vertical axis of the transducers. For analyses Involving
the total dual wheel load, the sum of the two tire loads from Table 6.1
was used.
On a few runs, notably on McCormick Ftoad, the oscillograph records
were unreadable. This resulted from excessive vibrations which caused
the pen to jump off the paper or from loosened electrical connections.
The smoother pavements at the other two sites, and some additional vibra-
tion damping on the equipment reduced this problem.
Stress 3-nd Displacement
The stress values indicated in Table 6.1 were taken directly from
the field records with the use of calibration curves as described pre-
viously, and represent the peak stress for each run. Stresses were not
obtained from the surface transducer, however, because of damage during
installation at the first site. In addition, no output was obtained from
the lowest stress cell at Indiana 18. Since the cell proved undamaged on
removal, and performed satisfactorily both in the laboratory and on sub-
sequent tests at Indiana 26, the cause of failure was not definitely
detennined. A speculative explanation is that the soil was not properly
compacted over the top of the transducer so that a void or bridging occurred,
effectively eliminating aijy pressure from impinging upon the diaphragm.
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Displacement records were produced on a digital conputer, as previous-
ly described. A typical record of displacement is illustrated in Figure
U.l6. Initially, the displacement used in studying the load- stress rela-
tionship was taken as the peak value from the list of discrete values.
Tl-ie values appeared to have an unreasonable amount of scatter, however,
so values were later taken from the curves of displacenent versus position
of rear axle. In reviewing these curves, it v/as impossible to explain
the comparatively large residual displacements, particiilarly since in
general these were negative, except as errors resulting from drift in the
analog integrator, oscillograph damping, and numeric integration. It was
believed that more error was involved in accepting the raw displacement
curves than in assuming no residual displacement. In all probability the
correct displacement is somewhere between these extremes. In the absence
of better information a residual displacement of zero was assumed. A nevf
base line was drawn on each displacement curve to conform to this assump-
tion, and the maximum displacement was measured from this base line to
the peak of the curve. It is this value that is recorded for each inn
and each depth in Table 6.1. Displacements were not obtained for the
three foot depth at very low speeds on McCormick Ibad and Indiana 26.
Accelerations were so small in these cases that the oscillograph record
could not be read accurately enough to obtain significant results. Sevei'al
other observations were voided by drift of such magnitude that the record
could not be interpreted. In addition, one amplifier failed during tests
at Indiana l8 so that only two values of displacement are available for
about half of the tests.
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Values of surface displacement for the fastest runs at Indiana l8 ,
and Indiana 26 show a significant variation from the overall pattern.
This led to consideration of possible errors in the system at high fre-
quency. Calculation of peak accelerations for these conditions suggest
that the accelerometer range was exceeded. For example, a displacement of
0.030 inches in a time interval during which the truck moves ten feet at
60 miles per hour would require a peak acceleration of 0.l5 g. Greater
displacements and higher frequencies could possibly resu2.t in accelerations
as much as 0.5 g. This acceleration is added to the constant 1 g of the
earth's gravity. Recalling that the accelerometers were wired for a 1 g
range, it is evident that the linear range of the accelerometer could have
been exceeded enough to produce results which were seriously in error.
This could be prevented easily in future applications by providing switch
selected load resistors on the accelerometers for adjusting the range as
necessary for varying magnitudes of displacement and vehicle speed. The
questioned values wei^ included in the analyses which follow, although
one trial analysis was made excluding all runs in the 60 mile per hour
range. No significant change was indicated by the omission -- slightly
different coefficients in the regression equations were obtained, but the
form was the same as that when all data were included.
Analysis and Discussion
Figures 6.1 through 6.9 show peak displacement vei"«us velocity for
the three pavements and Figures 6.10 through 6.12 show peak surface dis-
placement versus offset. The first nine figures represent data grouped ac-
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FIGURE 6.6. DISPLACEMENT VS. VEHICLE VELOCITY
INDIANA ROAD 18
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In the latter three figures, the points are identified according to the
nominal velocity of the truck. Figures 6.13 and 6.11i present plots of
peak stress versus vehicle velocity and offset, respectively, for the
base-subgrade interface. These plots are identified according to pavement.
It is readily seen from these figures that the effect of various
variables and parameters are so intermingled as to preclude the drawing
of curves through the data. However, trends can be readily visualized
from plots of any two of the variables.
The most striking relationship in the scatter diagrams is the
pronounced dependence of both displacement and stress on the latei^
position of the vehicle, or offset. In general, the maximum surface
displacement occurred at an offset of three to five inches. This cor-
responds to a point in the contact area of one tire, approximately beneath
the inner (towards the center line of the dual wheel) wall of the tire.
From Figures 6.10 through 6.12 it can also be seen that maximum displace-
ment is on the order of $0 percent greater than displacement at the center
line of the duals. The observed variation with resi>ect to offset is con-
firmed by equations fitted to the data, as described belov;. This relation-
ship has important consequences in the interpretation of displacement data
in general, and especially that obtained with the Benkelman Beam. As was
pointed out previously, the Benkelman Bean can be used only outside the
tire contact area. The usual position is between the two tii^s of a dual
wlieel. Clearly, this can result in significant errors if the observed
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There appears from Figures 6.1 through 6.7, and 6.13 to b« a signi-
ficant, though somewhat Inconsistent, non-linear trend of displacement
and stress vrith vehicle velocity. It is of interest to note that the
greatest variation with vaLocity occurred in the data from Indiana 18
which was evidently the weakest of the three pavements. This site had
the greatest displacements and stjresses of the three tested. Figures 6.1:,
6.^ and 6.6 indicate a distinct minimum displacement in the neighboriiood
of 20 to 30 mph and a rather large increase in displacement with velocity
at higher vehicle speeds. Stresses, as seen in Figure 6.13, show a con-
sistent reduction with increase in velocity.
While generalizations can be pictui^d from the scatter diagrams, as
suggested above, some more definite measure of the effects of vehicle
velocity on load and pavement response and their interaction was desired.
Mathematical Models
flie data were analyzed by fitting displacement and stress data to
the other measured variables using statistical techniques for the purpose
of obtaining predicted displacement and stress values for given conditions
of load, velocity and offset. The predicted values were then used for
interpreting the pavement and subgrade response in terms of load and
velocity.
The flr«t step In obtadnlng a statistical fit was to determine a
suitable mathematical model. A review of the scatter diagrams of Figures
6.1 through 6.11i provided some suggestions as to form. By combining these
concepts with others suggested by theoretical solutions of stress and





1.1 Y = Aq + A^P + A^PV + A^PV^
In which
P = P, exp [ -B^ (^)2 - B^ (|)2] . P^ exp [-B, (^f --A^' ]





P = Pq . P^^
3.1 ^ = Vo" P^
^""^ ^ {\ [(t)' ^ (f>']}-p{^ [4)' * 'I'D
1.2 Y = Aq + A^Q + A^QV + A^QV^
in which
Q = exp[-B^ i^f] ^ exp[-R^ (r^f
Jt See Figure l6.3 for definition of tenns
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an attempt to make more specific statistics! inferences, Itodels 1.2, 2.1,
3.1 and li.2 in Table 6.2 were also evaluated.
Model 1.1 states that the dependent variable (either stress or dis-
placement) at a point is proportional to the loads indijced by both tires,
?^ and P, , but that the stress (or displacement) contributed by each tire
is in proportion to its distance from the point. The teiminology used in
the models of Table 6.2 is illustrated in Figure 6.15. The exponential
term involves the second power of distance to accoxmt for the "hump"
indicated in displacement versus offset. Since this hump is pronoimced
at the surface, but slight at the base-subgrade interface, and disappears
deeper in the subgrade, it is evident that depth is as significant as
horizontal offset, as would be expected. Fbr the model to fit data for
all deptiis as well as offsets, therefore, it was necessary bo include
both terms in the exponential factor. The variables representing horizontal
offset, R_ and R, in I"bdel 1.1, were obtained respectively by subtracting
iron and adding to the offset, 0, which was measured in the field, a con-
stant, C. The value of C in each case was determined by inspection of the
corresponding scatter diagram of displacement (or stress) versus offset.
The distance parameters so calculated produce a hump in the model surface
corresponding in offset to the location of the hump in the scatter diagrams
for Figures 6.10 thrxaugh 6.12 and 6.lU. The final variable in Model 1.1
is vehicle velocity, V. Velocity is included to reflect the general trend
of a non-linear dependence of stress and displacement on velocity as indi-
cated by scatter diagrams of Figure 6.1 through 6.9 and 6.13. The constants

















FIGURE 6.15. TERMINOLOGY OF MATHEMATICAL
MODELS
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coefficients EL and B- could include the effect of those factors. Jkwever,
as wij.l be seen subsequently, the evaluation of B. and B- was not a sijnple
and explicit procedure, and by taking "a" to be one-ha]f tbe ninor axis
of a single tire contact area, and "s" to be the overall vridth of the
contact area, the exponents were made diir.ensionless and therefore gencrsd.
Reasonably good fits to the observed data were obtained with these values
of the exponents without solving explicitly for 3, and B-.
V/hile Model 1.1 was developed largely on the basis of logic, it was
not entirely satisfactory from a statistical point of view. As can be
seen from Table 6.2, the equation is non-linear in the variable coefficients
B, and B-. With currently available techniques it was not possible to
obtain a regression of this model on the data because of the non-linearity.
In an attempt to satisfy the requirements of linearLtj', !bdel 2.1 was
developed. This equation is linearized simply by a logarithrdc transforma-
tion. Taking the natural logarithm of both sides of the original equation
results in
lnT=Aj!,+iL^lnP + A2lnV + A^ [(|)^ + (|)^ ] 6.1
in which the symbol In i^pi^sents logarithm to the base e and the remain-
ing symbols are as previously defined.
A regression analysis on this model indicated an extremely poor fit
to the data on the basis of the multiple i^egression coefficient, IT, as a
criterion. From Table 6.3 it is seen that the IT values for this nsodel
were only .23, .28, and .20 for KcCorreick Itoad, Indiana l8 and Indiana 26
respectively. That is to say, for example, the model explains only 23
percent of the variation in displacement about the mean displacement for
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TABLE 6.3
SUT4MARY OF MULTIPLE REGRESSION COEFFICHJITS (R^)
Model 1.1 1 .2 li.2 2.1 3.1
Site ^^^"~--^,^^ 2 i.S
1 .5 1 .9 1 .9 .8
Displacement

















































McCoimck Road .59 .61
Indiana Road 18 .81 .81
Indiana Rjad 26 .38 .36
NOTES: Models 1.1, 2.1 and 3.1 include independent variables of tire loads,
offset, depth and vehicle velocity.
Model 1.2 includes independent variables of tire loads, offset and
vehicle velocity.




the McCormick Road data. It is not possible to determine from the regres-
sion analysis whether the unexplained variation is error in meaa-areiient,
dependent on other variables not measured, dependent on some other f-jnc-
tion of the measured variables, or some combination of these factors.
Model 3.1 in Table 6.2 is a modification of >fodel 2.1 to account for
the separate wheel loads and corresponding offsets. The linear trsjisfor-
raation of this equation is
n






On the basis of the R values obtained for this equation, as snown in
Table 6.3, the fit is improved somewhat over that of Model 2.1 by the
modification. Even this performance, however, cannot be considered good.
The last equation in Table 6.2, Ifcdel )4.2, was used after further
work had been done with Models 1.1 and 1.2 to aid in evaluating the signi-
ficance of the load variation. Model U.2 is similar to Model 1.2 but
differs in that the loads P.. and P. are eliminated as factors in Model h.2.
Ifodels 1.2 and h.2 are simplifications of Model 1.1 and were fitted to
data from only one depth at a time in an attempt to improve the performance
of the logical model.
Because the simple linear models resulted in such poor fits, they
were considered of no direct usefulness in the analj'sis. It was necessary
therefore, to attempt some analysis of Model 1.1 in spite of the difficul-
ties imposed by the non-linear coefficients. The most promising approach
seemed to be to assume values of B^ and Bg and to evaluate the coefficients
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Aq, a. , Ap and A^. A cut and try procedure waa adopted to evaluate the
effect of EL and B^, beginning vd.th the values
Bj^ = Bg = 1 6.3
and woricing with displacement data from the three test pavements indepen-
dently. It can be surmised that these values ai^ not optimum, since the
IT for the thi^e sites at f-fcConnick Ibad, Indiana 18 and Indiana 26 were
only .61i, .62 and .65 respectively. However, the solution gives no indi-
cation of how B. and B^ should be varied.
The next step taken to improve the prediction was to elL-ninate the
Z 2
variable factor B^ (— ) from the equation of Model 1.1, resulting in
I'fodel 1.2, and obtain three separate solutions for each site - that is,
a regression equation for data from each depth. This gave an improved
fit, at least for the upper levels, for the data fi>ora Indiana 18, but was
no improvement at McCormick Road and Indiana 26.
Analyses were then run with Model 1.2 using 0.9 for B. • Preliminary
studies of the form of the term
had indicated that values of R, much less than 1 would damp out the hump
necessary to fit the variation of stress and displac«nent with offset
while values of B. greater than 1 would exaggerate the hump out of pir>-
portion to the observed data. Ifowever, the fit appeared comparatively
insensitive to small variations in B, . A summary of the It values obtained
is given in Table 6.3. A comparison of R values for ^bdel 1.2 for the
different data sets indicates almost precisely the same performance for
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values of B. = 1 and B, = 0.9. A similar result is seen for Model h.2
in which values of 1, 0.9 and 0.8 were used for R.
.
These results indicated no advantage in using separate prediction
equations for the different levels at which displacements were observed.
It was therefore decided to stu(^ further the effect of the non-linear
coefficients in Model 1.1.
Since it was not possible to determine the relationship between H.
and Bp, it was assiuned for simplicity that
\ B2 = B 6.5
and regressions were run on Model 1.1 using values of B - 2, 1.5 and 0.5.
As seen in the summary of Table 6.2, values of B gi^eater than 1 resulted
in much poorer performance of the model, while a value of less than 1 did
not give consistently better resiilts. Therefore, the value of B = 1 was
assumed for the prediction equations. The resulting coefficients A^, A.,
A- and A, in ^bdel 1.1 are presented in Table 6.U
TABLE 6.1i
COEFFICIENTS OF TIE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 07 REGRESSION
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On the basis of experience with Model 1.2 on displacement data the
same model was applied to stresses. The coefficients obtained in these
analyses are also shown in Table 6.U. The fit of these data proved better
than that of displacement for Indiana 16, as indicated by the comparatively
high value of IT shown in Table 6.3, and essentially the same as that of
displacement for McCormick Ibad. The fit to the Indiana 26 data was not
as good as for the other roads. This was attributed to the rather small
araoTint of variation in stress indicated at this site. The stresses at all
vehicle velocities and offsets wei^e low, apparently due to the comparatively
stiff pavement structure. The stress cell, with present associated eqxiip-
ment, does not have adequate resolution to distinguish variations in stress
less than about one psi. Hence the measured variables could not be expected
to explain much of the indicated variation.
Pavement Material Characteristics
At the time of removing transducers from the test sections, samples
of the base course and subgrade materials were obtained for laboratory
testing. In addition to the routine classification tests, triaxial tests
were made on these materials in the Soils Laboratory. Four by eight inch
cylinders were molded to the field conditions of moisture and density.
Using a triaxial apparatus, the samples were subjected to a confining pres-
sure of 20 psi and loaded at a rate of strain of 0.05 inches per minute
to failure or until the limit of the equipment was reached.
Msdulus of deformation was calculated for aach of these materials
from the laboratory curves as the ratio of deviator stress to strain at an
arbitraiy stress corresponding approximately to average vertical stress
in the material as described above. ?br the base course materials, a
stress level of kO psi was used and for the subgrades, 5 psi. The result-
ing moduli are indicated in Table 6.$.
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TABLE 6.5
SUMMARY OF LABOHATORY TEST RESULTS
Modulus of Defo rmation
Site
Base Course





McComick ft? ad 3370 1330
Indiana Road 18 9150 llUO
Indiana Road 26 16000 30
On the basis of the results of the field tests it appears probable
that the modulus of deformation of a pavement subgrade is a complex func-
tion of material types and conditions as well as the rate of loading. It
seems reasonable to surmise that if the appropriate function could be
determined, and evaluated for different pavanent materials, that a para-
meter involving ratios r_ and r^,, as a function of vehicle velocity, could
be included in a logical model for pavement displacement. Such a model
might take the form
T - Ag . A^ (|) 6.5
where D is a term incorporating r_ and r (as a function of vehicle
velocity), and P is as used in tbdel 1.1, Table 6.2.
In order to determine the function D, it would be necessary to run a
series of tests similar to that conducted in this study, but including
multiple Installations in each pavement. This would make possible a
statistical evaluation of D for each pavement by the application of Model
1.1. The resulting values of D could then be incorporated in equation 6.5
in order to evaluate the coefficients Aq and A^ which would be applicable
to all pavements in the analysis. As an ultimate goal, the evaluation of
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D from laboratory bests is suggested. If such an evaluation is made, it
will provide, along with the appropriate coefficients in equation 6.?, a
means o.f predicting the response of pavements to c^jmanir; loads.
Effect of Load Variation
If it is assumed that the relation betv;een r^ and r^ and velocity
±3 not fundamental but results from the variation in displacement and
stress from which they are calculated, it shotild be possible to explain
the variation of the measured parameters on the basis of load changes.
Hence, it was of primary interest in this study to determine the extent
to which impact effects of high speed loads influenced pavement response.
For this purpose, regi^essions of MDdel li.2 in Table 5.2, were carried out
on the displacement data from all three test pavements.
As seen fixjm Table 6.3j the fit of Model U.2 is substantially the
same as that of ^fodel 1.2 both for stress and displacement, suggesting
that the load factor in Model 1.1 did not contribute significantly in
explaining the variation. There is a possibility, however, that the mag-
nitude of load as the wheel approaches the test point is more significant
than the load just as the wheel passes over the point or that whether load
is increasing or decreasing as the wheel approaches the observed point is
significant. Further studies should be made of these points.
A further study of the question of c^^amic load involved a considera-
tion of the average load over a section of pavement. The values of load
at closely spaced discrete points over a distance of approximately UO feet
was obtained as described in Part 5. The values were averaged for all
runs, both for the inner and outer wheels separately and for the total
no
load. Plots of average total load versus vehicle velocity are showr. in
Figures 6.16 through 6.18. Only a very slight trend of losd with vehicle
velocity is evident from the data. This would not suggest that, on the
average, variation of load as a function of vehicle speed would produce
large variations in pavement response.
The above statement must be qiialified on the basis of the single
truck and load (18,000 lb axLe), and the pavements studied. The signifi-
cance of the effect of load variation with velocity for design and evalua-
tion of flexible pavements, if verified on a variety of pavements, is
apparent. Confirmation of this finding vrLLl require tests of a variety
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7. SU11MARY AND CONCLUSION
Svumnaiy
This study was concerned with the development and application of
equipment and techniques for the measurement of dynanic tire loads produced
by heavy highway vehicles, and the dynamic response of flexible pavanents
to those loads. The effect of vehicle velocity on load and response was
a major subject of the investigation. The study was planned to produce
information about the variables entirely from field observations without
applying laboratory test data to the interpretation of res\ilts.
Dynamic tire loads were roeasured by monitoring \'ariation of tire
inflation pressure. Dynamic calibration of the force-press^are ratio and
mathematical teciiniques of accoiinting for the frequency dependence of that
rs.tio were used. Records were obtained of tire force versus position on
the highway for each tire of a dual wheel of a drunp truck on three dif-
ferent pavements.
Vertical stresses i^nd displacements at three levels within the pave-
ment and subgrade were measured for the same pavements on which (and at
the same time as) loads were measured. Stresses were measured with a
flexible diaphragm type pressure cell. The displacement transducer was a
servo-accelerometer. The acceleration signal was integrated once in the
field using a specially bviilt electronic analog device. The resulting
oscillograph recoM of velocity of displacement was numerically integrated
to obtain displacements.
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Plots of stress and displacement are presented in which an lj!qx>rtant
dependence on lateral position of the test vehicle is apparent. Trends
of stress and displacement as a function of vehicle velocity are also
indicated.- Statistical cui^e fitting techniques were used to fit the
data to a model which relates peak stress and displacement to Instantaneous
load at the test point, lateral position of the vehicle and vehicle velo-
city.
Using the fitted equations, predicted values of stress and displace-
ment were obtained for particular values of load and vehicle position as
a function of vehicle velocity. The ratios of average vertical stress to
average vertical strain in the base course and in the subgrade were com-
puted from predicted vauLues of stress and displacement and the variation
of these ratios with vehicle velocity is demonstrated. Certain results
are presented which indicate that dynamic effects of load were unimportant
with respect to pavement response in the case of the vehicle and pavements
in this study.
Conclusions
The results of this study indicate the following:
1. It is feasible to measure dynamic tire forces of heavy vehicles
by monitoring fluctuations of tire inflation pressure.
2. Dynarolc calibration of force-pressure ratio is essential for
valid interpretation of tire forces of heavy vehicles.
3.. It is necessary to account for frequency dependence of the force-
pressure ratio in evaluating tire forces from inflation pressure
measurements.
U6
li. Measurwients of dynamic streeBes within a flexible pavement sub-
ject to moving vehicle loads can be made with a flexible diaphragji
type of cell.
5. The inertial system, amploying an acceleration sensitive trans-
ducer, is feasible for measuring dynamic displacements of flexible
pavements subjected to moving vehicle loads.
6. Displacements within the pavements studied varied greatly in
the immediate vicinity of the dual wheel. Maximum displacement
occurred under the tire walls and significantly smaller dis-
placements occurred between the tires.
7. Displacements and stresses within the pavements studied var-
ied with vehicle velocity as well as with pavement stiffness.
Subgrade displacements did not show significant variation.
8. The effect of dynamic variations of load for the load and range
of velocity covered in the study is minor in terms of its influence
on pavement response.
Recommendations
On the basis of results obtained in this study, it is recommended
that further study of the response of flexible pavements to load as a
function of vehicle velocity be undertaken. Of major importance are,
1) verification that variation of load due to velocity is of minor iiqsor-
tance and, 2) further study of the character of the stress-strain ratios "of
base and subgrade materials.
The accomplishment of the first of these wi31 require testing of a
wide range of pavements, including rougher surfaces than were included in
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this study. The effects of different vehicles and different axle loads
would also have to be determined in order to obtain conclusive evidence
of the results indicated to date. A further study of the character of the
stress-strain ratios will require multiple installations of stress and
displacement measui-ing equipment in each of the pavements under study.
This woTild make possible estimates of the variability of character of a
single pavement and give reliable measures on which to base comparisons
of different pavements.
It would be most desirable to obtain further laboratory tests on the
materials from the pavements reported in this study. Of especial signi-
ficance would be evaluations of modulus of deformation for these materials
evaluated at differing rates of strain and at differing confining pres-
sures. Such data would be of value in determining why the form of the
stress-strain ratio as a function of vehicle velocity is different for
different pavements. It also could contribute to the developanent of
techniques for evaluating from laboiratory tests a parameter of pavaaent
response as a function of vehicle velocity.
Certain modifications in equipment are suggested by the experience
of this stu(fy. The stress cells performed reasonably well though their
sensitivity was marginal, especially for measurements deep in the subgrade.
Sensitivity could be improved by the use of high quality, stable dc ampli-
fiei^ and dc excitation to replace the ac equipment used in this stuc^y.
Further work on the displacement measuring equipment is essential
for any extensive program. The manual digitalization and numeric inte-
gration of velocity of displacement records is too slow for making a large
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number of observations, and limits the accuracy and precision of measure-
ments. It appears justifiable to resume efforts to double integrate the
accelerometer signal electronically.
Two possible approaches to this problem have been considered and are
suggested here. The first method, using basically the same system as in
this study, is to incorporate high quality dc data sunplifiears for preampli-
fication of the signal and solid state operational amplifiers for the
integration. There is some evidence that these modifications could make
the inertial system as originally conceived suitable for obtaining dis-
placements directly in the field. As an alternate approach the second
method would be to record the acceleration signal directly on magnetic
tape and process it in a laboratory using a high quality electronic analog
computer. This would produce no displacement data in the field so that
degree of success of data collection would not be known vmtil a later
date. However, the transducer and techniques of operation proved qxiite
reliable in the present study. In addition, field monitoring of the
gystem could be easily pixjvided with a meter or a single channel computer
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